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Abstract 
 To have access to any type of information or conversation is vital for every single 
human, regardless of their disabilities or the situation. Now, 36 million Americans who are deaf 
and hard of hearing desire for equal accessibility and inclusion to information. Having equal 
access means the DHH community would benefit and be able to thrive from receiving 
information at the same time as everyone else. The studies and push for the improvement in 
accessibility in all situations has been in the making for a long time, however this year, the focus 
has been shifted to teleconferencing. The sole reason being COVID-19, because when it hit, the 
balance of physically working and learning shifted abruptly to millions requiring to work and 
learn online - through teleconferences. This had a domino effect on the effort of improving 
accessibility with real-time captioning, especially with automatic captioning. This leads us to the 
purpose for this paper and our product, finding the best solution/standard to provide a product 
that improves the accessibility to information in teleconferencing platforms. For this reason, we 
created a product to display real-time captioning and transcript with features that were lacking in 
the commercial teleconferencing apps based on research. The product is created with WebRTC 
and contains two appearances of captioning, one with captioning on each participant’s video 
window and another with a transcript on the side. We then presented our product and its 
features to a group of participants to gather constructive user feedback and criticism to improve 
our product for better user accessibility and experience. The goal of this study and our product 
is to eliminate the barriers that have been up for too long and provide the accessibility that the 
DHH people need.  

Introduction 

The COVID-19 pandemic era has made an impact on almost everyone, little or big. And 
with that, the community of 36 million Americans who are deaf and hard of hearing took a direct 
impact on access to information in teleconferencing. To expand, captioning for teleconferencing 
is essential because in the past few months there has been an increase in the usage of 
teleconference [2], as illustrated in Figure 1, the chart shows that video chat apps usage have 
increased by 500%. Thus with the information, access to captioning in teleconferencing makes 
for a much more significant impact on participation in society. Especially now for those working 
or studying from home during the era. In addition to the increase of teleconferencing, we are 
also currently in the middle of a disruptive transition from human-generated captions to 
computer-generated captions (Automated Speech Recognition) that can be viewed anywhere, 
anytime, including through teleconferencing [6]. These new technologies provide a wider 
platform but also create different types of caption errors in comparison to human-generated 
captioning techniques that have evolved in the past 40 years. Errors that prevent full 



 

accessibility to information. As a result, there has been much more consumer frustration and 
problems like appearance, accuracy, and location of the captions have now popped up with the  
computer-generated captions [4].  

With this project, we aim to research, develop and provide a better quality and efficient 
technological product for automatic (computer-generated) captions to create an environment 
that improves the accessibility to information in teleconferencing platforms.  
 

 
Figure 1 

Related Work 
 Prior studies show the benefits of using an automated real-time captioning or 
transcription have been shown to enhance learning and teaching in meetings or lectures [9] as 
well as having cost and preparation overhead reduced and accessibility increased [7]. Thus it is 
significant to include transcription or captioning in teleconferences, especially if essential 
information is being shared.  

To discuss the difference between real-time captioning and real-time transcription, work 
has been done about the potential switch of traditional captioning to the transcript on the side 
[7]. The difference between captions and transcripts lies in the text lines shown on screen. 
Captions typically have 2 to 3 lines in an overlay, transcripts on the other hand, have many 
more lines and are shown on the side or a separate window.  
Results show that traditional captions are preferred by users in typical use but transcripts are 
preferred in technical content [7]. Results also support a longer caption history that makes it 
easier for viewers to absorb information from video sources regardless of the positioning of the 



 

captions.  To support this statement, there are studies on the eye-tracking of users and how 
much time they spend looking at captions and transcripts versus the screen. One study found 
that readers tend to look at the captions about 84% of the time [4] with another study that found 
that readers spend a less amount of time on transcripts while viewing the screen, at about 68% 
of the time [1]. So the results of prior studies show that no matter of positioning, the history of 
captioning makes a difference in the users’ usability and perception of information.  
  Although, prior studies also show that there is insufficient work on the intersection of 
ASR live captioning or transcription of teleconferencing or small group meetings and the 
preferences in appearance of the DHH community [3], hence the purpose of our study. 
However, a study based on the survey of DHH users shows that incorporating ASR captioning 
into commercial software is supportive and receptive based on a survey of DHH users to 
support their conversations in the workplace or in small group meetings.  

The results show that users prefer to have ASR to transcribe their audio of meetings as 
well as having the ability to customize the appearance of the captions in order to reduce the 
users’ cognitive burden [3]. In addition to that, there is no single standard for displaying visual 
transcription (captions or transcript) on the web [7]. Most are shown through browser plugins 
with default features and limitations so with this study, we aim to find a standard that maximizes 
user accessibility, usability, and experience. A standard that consists of features that addresses 
the problems of accessibility such as giving the users an option of having captions directly 
overlaying the video or in the transcript on the side, color coding and naming speakers to 
identify who is speaking, an option of switching between ASR services, and indicators to 
communicate if the participant is speaking or typing.  

Methodology 
To create a product with accessible and qualified computer-generated captions, we used 

WebRTC [11], an open sourced video and real-time-text (RTT) chat playground to display 
captions. This is a Real Time Communication platform, similar to Zoom or Google Meets, that 
uses Node.js for the backend and the standard JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS for the frontend. 

Before this study, a reconstructed playground with live video streaming and real-time-
text chat in each users’ video window was created using the basic demos of WebRTC by 
Norman Williams and Gallaudet University Technology Access Program [10]. However, the 
reconstructed playground did not have any ASR services or real-time captioning, and only 
contained the RTT feature. So we adopted the scripts and added coding to create the 
accessible real-time captioning and transcription.  

We first opened our study with exploring the computer-generated captions services 
provided by different commercial services such as Google, IBM, and Microsoft and comparing 
their usage and usability. We implemented the sample services in our coding of WebRTC by 
using documentations from the commercial services and adding the text in the original textarea 
for RTT. We implemented the services to test and filter out the inefficient ones and then chose 
the two most qualified services in our finalizing WebRTC product. The two ASR services we 
chose were Microsoft Azure’s Speech-To-Text service[12] and Web Speech API under 
Google[13] based on the flexibility of the service, accuracy, and punctuation. After selecting our 



 

services, we moved to the next phase which was to develop an accessible WebRTC with real-
time captioning/transcription and the RTT feature.  

Building Accessible WebRTC 
Creating the accessible WebRTC, we developed two different ways to display the two 

ASR streaming services and its captioning. We developed in hopes of creating the most 
accessible platform.   

Teleconference Participant Captions 
The first way was captioning directly on each participants’ video window along with the 

RTT feature shown in Figure 2. We did this by streaming the text in the textarea of the RTT 
feature as mentioned earlier. Coding was required to stream the text live by having the code 
stream the ASR service’s automatic recognizing code and replacing it with the ASR service’s 
final and accurate text. Users would be able to get live computer-generated captioning as well 

as communicate via text/chat.  
 

 
Figure 2 

Teleconference Transcript 
The second way was in a transcript form in a separate window on the side with speaker 

identification and the RTT feature shown in Figure 3. We developed this appearance by creating 
a new window and having the ASR service’s automatic computer-generated captions stream not 
only to the textarea but to the new window for content history and references. Extra coding was 
required for this because this appearance had more features like difference in color for each 
user in the conference and the ability to save the transcript in a text file for future purposes. 

   



 

 
Figure 3 

Typing Option 
Some more features were also added to maximize the user interface experience. 

Features, as mentioned in previous paragraphs, were the real-time text streaming, indicators, 
(Speaking) and (Typing), to communicate if the participant is speaking or using RTT chat, and 
pairing names with the users to identify who is speaking/typing. Users of the product would also 
be able to the automatic appearance of captioning on the screen or click a button for a transcript 
window on the side, as well as toggle between the two ASR services.  

Evaluating Accessible WebRTC 
Now to evaluate user experience with computer-generated captions and the appearance 

of our product, we created two different environments/versions to test. The versions were the 
two different ways to display real-time captioning and transcript with Version A with the 
captioning directly in the participants’ window and Version B with the transcript window on the 
side. The two versions were created in the goal of gathering constructive feedback about each 
feature and finding the best interface for users to implement in the final product post study.  

We tested the two versions by conducting A/B testing with 2 hearing and 4 DHH 
participants to get user feedback. Each participant would navigate both versions and answer 
questions post testing. The navigation consisted of 4 scenarios for each version. Each of the 
scenarios mimicked a situation to present and test our product. The scenarios were a video 
playback of a TedTalk to mimic a presentation, a television playing to mimic another speaker, 
audio from Text-To-Speech app through the hosts’ audio to mimic a conversation between two 
speakers, and all participants using the RTT feature. These scenarios are shown in Figures 4 to 
7. After the testing occurred participants were to answer a survey about two sections; their 
experiences with general video conferencing apps for general feedback and their experience 
with our product for specific appearance and usability feedback.  

 
 

 



 

Results 
 The results of the A/B testing had shown a number of things in regards to their general 
experience with accessibility of commercial teleconference services, its captions, or anything 
else related to accessibility, and their experience with the versions of our product.  

Current Teleconference Accessibility Experiences  
For the first section, questions were asked about the navigation and experience of 

captioning in their “go-to” commercial video conferencing app. Questions that were asked are 
listed below. The answers showed that more than half of the participants have had awkward or 
poor experiences. P2 mentioned;  

 
“I was in a Zoom meeting recently with some outside parties, who were hearing. We had 

interpreters in the meeting. However, somebody found the Gallaudet Zoom feature that provides 
RTC, and turned it on. I then had to figure out how to disable it for myself while trying to keep 
track of the conversation.”  

 
and P3, also in agreement, commented;  
 
“It was awkward at first, I did not know how to navigate the video conference app, Zoom, 

to turn on the captions. The instructions wasn’t very clear.”. 
 
The next question asked about the accessibility of the captions and only half were able 

to say “Yes, it was accessible and easy to use” - refer to Figure 8. Questions were also asked 
about how they captioned their calls, what method they used or their third-party plug in. 
Answers again showed that more than half don't have a preference or a “go-to” third party for 
captioning or they rely on the option provided by the video conferencing app. This shows that 
most users don’t have access to a better standard or real-time captioning for their video 
conference calls.  

Lastly, in the first section, a question asked how would the participants improve their 
captioning experiences or what would they change in their video conferencing app. P1 
mentioned the quality of the real-time captioning (the ASR service it uses), and adding color of 
fonts for who is talking. P2 talks about the system not automatically setting the RTC for all users 
regardless of their preference, and P4 mentions instructions for DHH or Hearing users to use 
the captioning for the first time. These feedbacks were beneficial and contributed to the 
adjustment and improvement of our product.  
 

Q1: If you can remember, what was your experience like for the first time using captions in 
video conference calls? 

Q2: How do you caption your video conference calls? 



 

Q3: Which video conferencing app is your go-to? 

Q4: For the #1 one app you chose - why do you use that one? 

Q5: In r.e., to the #1 app you chose - did you find it easy to navigate the app? 

Q6: In r.e., to the #1 app you chose - were the captions easy to find? Were they easy to 
turn on and off? 

Q7: In r.e., to the #1 app you chose - how would you improve the captioning experience? 

Q8: In r.e., to the #1 app you chose - if you could change anything in the app, what would 
you change? 

Q9: For the other apps on the list - Why do you not use x app? 

Q10: In r.e., to the apps you did not choose - how would you improve the captioning 
experience? 

Table 1 
 

 
Figure 8 

Participant Feedback 
The second section had questions directly related to our product and the two versions 

the participants tested. Questions that were asked are listed below. In the survey, we had the 
participants first enter their experiences with both versions, shown in Figure 9. This gave us an 
insight of their experience.  



 

We then had them list the things they liked and disliked about each version so that we 
could take those criticisms in and make adjustments for our final product as well as record what 
they liked for future references. 

Version A had positive feedback on being able to see exactly who is talking with 
captions streaming in each participants’ own video window and the ability of being able to see 
both the captions and the speaker to stay connected and interactive. The positive feedbacks for 
version B were the ability to see everything in one place because that was easier on the eyes, 
the scrollable feature for content history, the use of colors to identify speakers, the (Speaking) 
and (Typing) indicators, and the ability to save/download the transcript for future use.  

Now for the criticism in Version A, we received feedback about the captions being 
unscrollable (not being able to see content history), reduce shadowing in the font style, the 
confusion about being able to type in the caption area, and the difficulty to type in a noisy room 
with the ASR service possibly overlapping the RTT feature. And the criticism for Version B was 
the inconvenient way of switching between the transcript window and the video conference 
window when using the RTT feature, having the transcript window also closing when closing the 
video conference window, and the disconnection between the speaker and reader because the 
readers had to advert their attention to another window.   

This feedback and criticism part of the survey was very crucial in the improvement of our 
product. With these answers, we are able to know areas of strength and weaknesses within our 
product. 

Finally, the last question asks which display of captions/transcript they would 
recommend to the commercial video conferencing apps, it was a split right in the middle vote 
with 3 voting Version A and another 3 voting Version B - refer to Figure 10. With these answers, 
we were able to make the necessary adjustments in our product to improve the usability and 
quality of our real-time captioning and transcription service.  
 

Q1: How was your experience with the captioning directly on the participants' windows in 
WebRTC? 

Q2: How was your experience with the captioning in the transcript that overlays the 
windows? 

Q3: What are the features you liked the most with the captioning directly on the 
participants' windows? 

Q4: What are the features you liked the most with the captioning in the transcript section 
that overlays the windows? 

Q5: What are the features you disliked the most with the captioning directly on the 
participants' windows? 

Q6: What are the features you disliked the most with the captioning in the transcript 
section that overlays the windows? 



 

Q7: Which method would you recommend for all teleconferencing apps? I.e. Zoom, 
Google Meets, Microsoft Hangouts 

Table 2 

 
Figure 9 

 

 
Figure 10 



 

Iterative Development 
 Based on the user feedback and the criticism section of this paper, we were able to 
make changes to our product on the go and hopefully improve the experience for each test 
participant . These are some of the adjustments we made.  

The first participant had constructive feedback about improving the captions’ font style - 
the color and shadowing to make it more clear so we made changes in selecting better colors 
and reducing the shadow effect. P1 also gave feedback on the wording for our indicators 
(Speaking) and (Typing). We originally had the wording: (Speaking) when the speaker was 
talking and then (Spoke) when the speaker stopped talking but that was a visual distraction 
because when the word would change from Speaking to Spoke, readers would refer back and 
be misguided that a change occurred in the sentence or what was being said. So we took that in 
and had the indicators stick with (Speaking) for whenever the speaker was talking and (Typing) 
for when the user uses the RTT feature. This way, we could keep the wording consistent in our 
product.  

The other addition that we made in our product after receiving feedback, was the ability 
to review the caption history of the caption overlay in each participant’s video window. We first 
depended our history on the transcript window on the side but after some tests, we realized that 
users also favor the capability to review the captions in the original window in case they missed 
context or if it scrolled up too fast. So we decided to add a feature where you could double click 
on the participant video’s caption overlay and it would expand the text area to show the 
complete caption history. This way, the users would be able to review the history in both 
appearances. Refer to Figure 11 for example.  

Lastly, the final adjustment we made was based on a feedback that we received from P2 
about the transcript window. She mentioned that when closing the main video conference 
window, the transcript window did not close automatically. This is considered to be annoying to 
the users because it requires more user interaction and loses the concept of making the 
navigation easier. So with that, we added some code and was able to have the transcript 
window close automatically when the main video conferencing window closes. This was a 
constructive feedback and hopefully an adjustment to make our product accessible and 
convenient to use.  

We were not able to face all of the feedback with the time we had, but we made the 
adjustments to the best of our abilities to improve user experience as much as possible. These 
feedbacks will be marked and confronted when we finalize our product.  

 

Commented [1]: Figure 11 should show captions before 
and after double-click 

Commented [2]: can do this with two figures -- one 
before and one after double-click 



 

 

 
Figure 11 

Discussion 
 Based on the results of the A/B testing, participants seem to value the ability to refer to 
captioning history, the RTT feature for deaf users to communicate with hearing users, identifying 
different speakers with names and color, the interaction and connection to the speaker, and to 
save/download transcripts. These features are consistent in both Versions: captioning and 
transcript. With being able to interact and connect with users as well as clearly indicating who is 
talking in the captioning in each participants’ video window appearance. And with being able to 
color code speakers and save/download transcripts in the transcript in a new window 
appearance. These results tell us that users are in favor of features provided by both of our 
product’s two ways of displaying real-time computer-generated captioning. These features seem 
to give an extra boost of accessibility that is not present in most current commercial video 
conferencing apps. The takeaway of this is that the users would prefer or be more open to 
having both appearance and having the capability to choose either or both to be able to benefit 
from all features.   

Now to refer back to previous studies on this concept, the results of this study shows 
support in the result of study on Captions vs Transcript in Online Content [8]. Users of real-time 
captioning would prefer to be able to choose their preferred style of captioning, whether it be 
captioning directly on the video windows or a transcript window on the side or both. 



 

Future Work 
 Now, because this study was conducted in limited time, we were unable to complete the 
final product for publication. We want to conduct more A/B testing to receive more feedback 
along with the feedback we have not yet referred to. Some of the adjustments we hope to make 
are having instructions or an explanation of our features on the webpage for first time users, the 
ability to keep the transcript window in the front of the video conference window at all times, 
regardless of the interaction of either window, and automatically muting or turning off ASR 
whenever the user starts typing so there would be no overlay in services. Hopefully when we 
finalize our product, it is able to provide an experience with features that would maximize 
accessibility and reduce any barriers of the DHH community.  

Conclusion 
 Throughout this paper, we exhibited our product’s two ways to display real-time 
computer-generated captions with numerous features included. Features help support a positive 
user accessible experience to information and conversations in teleconferencing apps. Features 
such as the ability to conversate with speaking or real-time text, review content history, identify 
speakers with names and color coding, position and location of the captions (in each 
participants’ windows instead of in the middle of everything), turning on captioning for only the 
user rather than automatically for everyone, and toggling between the appearances and ASR 
services. The features listed support a new standard to satisfy users’ preferences based on our 
study and previous studies. Also note that post study, we will continue to add and adjust 
features to provide the most accessible environment. In all, our product allows users to have 
access to information as well as communicate information with little to almost no barriers. With 
our product and its features as well as the developments and continuous future work, we hope 
to finalize our product with a better accessible standard before releasing it to Gallaudet 
University and then hopefully for all video conferencing apps to adopt as well.  
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